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Abstract
A dry laboratory environment has been developed to test Power Take-Off (PTO)
systems for Wave Energy Converters. The costs accompanied by testing a wave
energy converter and its PTO at sea are high due to the difficult accessibility
of (remote) test locations. Next to easy accessibility, the lab setup provides
controllable waves at a relatively lower cost. The setup enables extensive anal-
ysis of the dynamics of a PTO during its mechanical towards electrical energy
conversion. The scaled setup is designed such that it resembles as close as pos-
sible the real system. Froudes similarity law provides easy transformation. The
floater and waves are represented by a Wave Emulator, the motion of which
is determined by a time series of the wave exciting forces supplemented with
the actual hydrodynamic reaction forces due to the motions of the floater. A
real-time calculation method is introduced, accounting for the actual PTO ac-
tions. Furthermore, the inertia of the floater is represented in the emulators
rotary inertia, and a compensation method is proposed enabling an identical
normalized PTO load curve as at full scale. Comparison between experimental
and simulation results have been performed and good correlation between the
movement of setup and simulations has been found.
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1. Introduction1
The Wave Pioneer is a test Wave Energy Converter (WEC), designed and2
built during the FlanSea project [1], for wave energy conversion in a moderate3
wave climate. The Wave Pioneer is a point-absorber type [2] consisting of a4
buoy connected with the seabed by a cable. In the buoy, the cable is wound5
onto a drum and connected with two electrical machines through a gearbox6
as depicted in Fig. 1. The gearbox increases the working torque towards the7
drum, while decreasing the speed. The machines are connected to two variable8
frequency drives. This assembly of drum, gearbox, electrical machines and9
drives is referred to as the Power Take-Off (PTO) system, and converts the10
power absorbed from the waves to electrical energy. When the buoy is pushed11
upwards by the wave motion, the cable is wound off and electricity is generated12
by applying a braking torque by the electrical machines. During the downward13
movement, the electrical machines act as motor to wind up the cable and keep it14
under tension, and apply reactive control [3] to optimise the energy yield. This15
paper describes a lab setup that was conceived to assess the dynamics of the16
chosen PTO machines and to test the control strategy for the uptake of power.17
Before testing a selected PTO technology in a wave energy converter at sea, a18
setup in a protected and controllable environment is advisable, as interventions19
at a remote location can be very expensive and impractical due to weather20
conditions. An intermediate step may consist of tests in a wave flume or tank.21
However, the (large) scale factor to be selected for such tests in general does22
not allow to investigate the behaviour of the electrical machines of which the23
PTO is composed. For example, in [4, 5, 6] wave basin experiments have been24
performed, for which the smallest length scale factor used was approximately 2425
[7]. Using Froude similarity this results in a scale factor of approximately 70 00026
for the power. Therefore, one might consider to reserve these tests for the study27
of the hydrodynamic behaviour of the floater and opt for a dry test bench for28
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the Wave Pioneer and its PTO system: two electrical ma-
chines are connected to a drum by means of a gearbox.
the PTO. A protected laboratory environment facilitates the feasibility study29
of a chosen PTO topology to meet the requirements of the highly dynamic30
movements.31
The setup’s design is primordial to obtain a realistic emulation and accurate32
testing and assessment of the energy conversion by acquiring the PTO’s dynamic33
response to varying incoming waves. Moreover, control algorithms and the34
power take-off technology have a drastic influence on the energy conversion of35
the WEC [8]. For both hardware testing and control algorithm examination36
purposes, the design described in this paper aims at (a) maximum resemblance37
with a full scale wave energy converter, (b) performing tests in a dry setup and38
(c) testing at equal normalized load conditions as the full scale PTO in the buoy.39
The resemblance should encompass the main factors of the floater’s move-40
ment: it moves due to the resulting force of hydrodynamic forces and the PTO41
force acting on the mass of the buoy. As a result of the motion, the buoy experi-42
ences hydrodynamic reaction forces. Hence, emulating the floater motion needs43
to consist of reproducing the relevant forces and masses. As described in [9], the44
reproduction of the WEC’s inertia and hydrostatic restoring force are two key45
elements for a realistic lab setup. Herein, the focus lies on linear actuators and46
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the inertia and restoring force are reproduced by means of the body of water in47
a U-tube. Other linear test rigs were described in [10, 11]. For the Pelamis, a48
scaled hydraulic PTO was introduced in [12]. A rotary shaft-to-shaft connected49
setup was presented in [13]. In [14] tests were performed on a rotary setup for an50
oscillating-water-column wave energy converter. This setup was reused to test51
latching control on an oscillating-water-column device in [15], and for testing52
speed control strategies for an oil-hydraulic PTO in [16].53
In contrast to [9], the present article describes a dry setup where the phys-54
ical behaviour of floater body and waves is represented by rotary inertias and55
an electromechanical torque. Compared to the linear PTO in [10, 11] and the56
hydraulic one in [12], a rotary electrical PTO is implemented to match with the57
chosen PTO topology of the Wave Pioneer. In [13], time series of torques are58
used, in contrast, in this work the hydrodynamic forces are calculated interac-59
tively in the emulation. Thus the applied torque of the emulator corresponds60
to the actual force acting on the body in irregular waves based on the actual61
floater motion also accounting for changing PTO actions. This is accomplished62
by real-time calculation of the restoring force and the non-linear term of the ra-63
diation force and has the advantage that the PTO action can be varied during64
the tests.65
For the setup presented in this article, a shaft-to-shaft assembly of two elec-66
trical machines is proposed, they can act both as generator and as motor and67
are therefore further referred to as (electrical) machine. One machine acts as68
a Wave Emulator that applies a hydrodynamic force equivalent torque. Subse-69
quently the scaled PTO machine, the shaft of which is connected directly to the70
emulator’s shaft, can be controlled as if it were installed in a buoy at sea. To71
reduce the power of the setup, a scaling is implemented. Froude scaling [17, 18]72
is proposed as it enables transformation of the entire wave energy converter and73
accompanying hydrodynamic environment towards a scale model.74
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2. Mathematical models75
When hydrodynamic and PTO forces interact with a floating buoy, its move-76
ment depends on the magnitude of these forces and the mass of the buoy and77
rotary inertia of the PTO. To enhance the resemblance of the setup with reality,78
not only the forces but also the mass and rotary inertia should be reproduced.79
The rotary inertia of the PTO influences the motion of the floater as it con-80
tributes to the PTO force as an inertial force due to its acceleration. Especially81
when the PTO drive train contains a gearbox, because the equivalent inertia at82
the slow side of the gearbox is proportional to the square of the gear ratio.83
To represent the floater and the PTO in the lab setup, the interaction be-84
tween both needs to be examined, as well as the hydrodynamic forces. The fol-85
lowing sections describe the equation of motion of the floater, the PTO model,86
and the hydrodynamic forces on the floater.87
The top level of the model describing the motion of the wave energy converter88
is the equation of movement. Principally the floater is a mass m with two forces89
working on it, Fhyd and FPTO, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The equation of motion90
is thus:91
m
d2z
dt2
= Fhyd + FPTO (1)
2.1. PTO model92
In Fig. 2, a schematic overview of the PTO in the floater is given. In the93
Wave Pioneer two machines were installed, though this was mainly for practi-94
cal reasons, therefore all further explanation is done in the assumption of one95
machine. The electrical machine is connected through a gearbox to a drum. On96
the drum a cable is wound which is connected to the sea bottom. The torque on97
the shaft of the electrical machine is increased by the gearbox and subsequently98
translated to a force on the cable by the drum. The force on the cable is defined99
as the PTO force FPTO and can be expressed as100
FPTO =
Rg
r
T shaft (2)
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the forces acting on the floater and the PTO in the floater
with Rg the gearbox ratio, r the radius of the drum and Tshaft the torque101
on the machine shaft. Taking the rotor inertia of the machine into account, the102
force can be expressed in relation to the electromagnetic torque Tem as103
FPTO =
Rg
r
(Tem − TJ) (3)
with TJ = −J dΩ/dt the inertial torque of the rotor inertia and Ω the rotational104
speed of the shaft in radians per second. Internal friction in the machine, such105
as from the bearings, is neglected.106
2.2. Hydrodynamic model107
The resulting force of the water acting on the WEC is defined as the hydro-108
dynamic force Fhyd. It can be described as the sum of the exciting wave force109
Fex, the restoring force Fres, and the radiation force Frad:110
Fhyd = Fex + Fres + Frad (4)
The model assumes a buoy in pure heave motion, in a single degree of free-111
dom. The following subsections describe the different terms of Equation (4).112
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2.2.1. Exciting wave force113
The exciting wave force is based on calculations with WAMIT and is the114
force that a body would experience if kept still in a passing wave, with the still115
water line at the still water level. This term of the hydrodynamic force is move-116
ment independent and is thus read from a time series of processed WAMIT R©117
calculations per sea state (SS) for the given WEC using a JONSWAP spectrum.118
Six sea states were generated at scale for significant wave heights from 0.25m119
to 2.75m and mean periods of 3.6s to 6.2s at full scale.120
2.2.2. Hydrostatic restoring force121
The hydrostatic restoring force includes the Archimedes force Farch and the122
gravity force Fg. It can also be expressed as the spring force in the mass-spring-123
damper analogy for a WEC that is cylindrical around the waterline:124
Fres = Farch − Fg = ρg [V (t)− V0] = −kz (5)
The spring constant k is therefore called the hydrostatic restoring coefficient125
and is expressed as k = ρgAw, where Aw is the waterline area, g the gravity126
constant, ρ the density of the water, z is the vertical position of the buoy relative127
to the still water line, V (t) the instantaneous, submerged buoy volume and V0128
being the displacement volume at rest.129
2.2.3. Radiation force130
The radiation force Frad is defined as the hydrodynamic reaction force due131
to the motions of the floating body in still water. The radiation force can be132
formulated as133
Frad = −ma(ω)d
2z
dt2
− bhyd(ω)dz
dt
(6)
in the frequency domain with ω the angular frequency of the wave and bhyd134
the hydrodynamic damping coefficient. However, a time domain approach is135
required due to the necessity of considering irregular seas and due to the non-136
linearities induced by the cable and the control strategy. In the time domain,137
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the radiation force Frad can be decomposed in a linear added mass term and a138
convolution product [19, 20]:139
Frad = Frad,1 + Frad,2 (7)
140
Frad,1 = −ma,∞ d
2z
dt2
(8)
141
Frad,2 = −
∫ t
0
Kr(t− τ)dz(τ)
dt
dτ (9)
where ma,∞ is the infinite frequency limit of the added mass, it is defined as the142
factor by which the buoy’s vertical acceleration has to be multiplied to obtain143
the acceleration dependent component of the hydrodynamic reaction force, and144
can therefore be interpreted as the mass of the water surrounding the buoy and145
moving along with it. Kr is the radiation impulse response function obtained146
by Fourier transformation of the frequency domain hydrodynamic parameters147
of added mass and damping, which can be computed with frequency domain148
Boundary Element Method codes like WAMIT. Kr is obtained from [20]:149
Kr(t) =
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
bhyd(ω)cos(ω)dω (10)
The frequency to time domain utility provided by WAMIT has been used150
to determine Kr. Duclos and Cle´ment et al. [21] developed a method to result151
in a system of ordinary differential equations which are implemented in the152
calculation of this component of the hydrodynamic force.153
2.2.4. Importance of real-time emulation of the hydrodynamic force154
The movement of a floating body is initially induced by the exciting wave155
force, but its inertia and the PTO force acting on the body influence the mag-156
nitude of the hydrodynamic force significantly, mainly due to the increasing157
restoring force as a result of the movement. To illustrate the influence of the158
movement on the total hydrodynamic force, the different calculated hydrody-159
namic force components have been extracted from simulations and are plotted160
in Fig. 3. From this graph it can be noticed that the total hydrodynamic force161
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Figure 3: Plot of the total hydrodynamic force and its components for a control consisting of
phase control
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Figure 4: Plot of the total hydrodynamic force and its components for a control without phase
control
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peaks at three times the peak value of the exciting force. It emphasizes the162
importance of including the different force components of Equation (4) in the163
control of the Wave Emulator, and not only the exciting wave force. The result-164
ing movement of a body exposed to only the exciting wave force would differ165
greatly from the movement of a body subjected to all resulting hydrodynamic166
forces.167
Additionally, the magnitude of the PTO action has a significant influence168
on the resulting hydrodynamic force. As an example, a second simulation has169
been done with different control parameters than the first simulation for Fig.170
(3). Following a control algorithm described in [3], the first simulation uses171
phase control, the second simulation is done without phase control. The results172
of the latter are plotted in Fig. 4. The effect of the changing PTO action is173
illustrated by the difference between the total hydrodynamic force Fhyd of Fig.174
3 and Fig. 4. While both simulations used the same exciting wave force Fex175
(dashed blue line), it is clearly visible that the total hydrodynamic force Fhyd176
(solid cyan line) is much lower for the second case.177
It is concluded that, to have a setup that represents reality and that can178
react on changing PTO actions, a real-time calculated hydrodynamic force is179
crucial to control the wave emulator.180
3. Lab setup181
3.1. Representation of the floater and sea in the setup182
As the intended layout of the setup is a shaft-to-shaft connection of two183
electrical machines, the wave emulator machine needs to provide the identical184
torque to the shaft of the PTO machine as in a real wave energy converter.185
Thus the floater and the sea need to have an equivalent representation at the186
PTO machine shaft.187
The floater in the water can be seen as an inertial mass with two forces acting188
on it, the hydrodynamic force and the PTO force. The wave emulator machine189
has a rotary inertia where two torques act upon, the electromagnetic torque190
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and the torque from the shaft. Therefore it is proposed that the hydrodynamic191
force is converted to a torque, implemented by the electromagnetic torque, and192
the mass is converted to a rotary inertia to be represented by the rotor inertia193
of the machine adjusted with a flywheel if necessary.194
Next to the buoy mass, a part of the hydrodynamic force can also be inserted195
physically in the setup. The linear added mass term of the radiation force, Frad,1196
of Equation (8), is proportional with the buoy acceleration and is therefore197
referred to as the hydrodynamic inertia term. It can be seen as the inertia force198
due to a mass of water ma,∞ surrounding the buoy moving along with the buoy199
mass. When this force was to be calculated based on the derivative of a speed200
measurement in the setup, this would result in a noisy outcome. Therefore201
it is proposed to combine the added mass ma,∞ together with the buoy mass202
m to be physically represented in the inertia of the wave emulator. Therefore203
the hydrodynamic force is split up in a part that is calculated, Fhyd,calc, and204
the linear added mass term of the radiation force Frad,1 which is physically205
represented. Fhyd,calc is thus defined as206
Fhyd,calc = Fhyd − Frad,1 = Fex + Fres + Frad,2. (11)
Consequently the equation of motion can be written as207
(m+ma,∞)
d2z
dt2
= Fhyd,calc + FPTO. (12)
Fig. 5 schematically illustrates the representation of the floater and sea in208
the lab setup. In contrast with the cable that can only transfer forces in one209
direction, there is a fixed coupling between the PTO machine and the emulator210
machine. This is tackled by a torque transducer (HBM T22) in between the211
two shafts. The torque between the shafts is a measure for the cable force and212
is used to monitoring the cable force, and thus assess the ability of the PTO213
control to keep the cable under tension at all times.214
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Figure 5: Schematic presentation of the correspondence between the floater at sea and PTO
drive train with the setup
3.1.1. Emulator torque and inertia215
The equivalent torque Thyd of the calculated hydrodynamic force is found216
using the same relationship between the PTO force and the shaft torque as in217
Equation (2):218
Thyd =
r
Rg
Fhyd,calc (13)
The equivalent rotary inertia for the buoy mass and added mass can be219
expressed as220
Jeq =
(mbuoy +ma,∞)r2
R2g
, (14)
considering that the masses can be seen as moving along the drum with radius221
r and a gearbox with gear ratio Rg between the drum and machine shaft. Note222
that Equations (13) and (14) do not include any scaling, but only provide a223
rotary equivalent.224
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Figure 6: Schematic of the configuration of the setup
3.2. Configuration225
The configuration of the setup is illustrated in Fig. 6. Each machine is226
connected by a frequency controlled motor drive and is provided with a forced227
cooling fan to assure ventilation at lower speeds. To optimise the resemblance228
with full scale, it is advised that the (scaled) PTO machine is of the same type229
as in the full-scale PTO. Next to the electrical machine, also the drive and other230
components need to be selected to have a close match. This has as additional231
advantage that drive settings can be tested and set in the lab environment and232
can afterwards easily be transferred to the real system.233
3.2.1. Control234
The calculation of Equation (11) is programmed in Matlab-Simulink R©, sub-235
sequently compiled to a dSPACE R© rapid control prototyping card. The card236
has an embedded processor where the code is run to read inputs and control237
outputs. The program runs at 100Hz. As the model supposes that the floater238
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moves in a pure heave motion and the cable is always kept taut, the drum speed239
and the length of the unwound cable is directly linked to the vertical speed and240
position of the floater. Thus the actual encoder position of the setup is read241
and used to calculate the buoy position and velocity. In this way, the measured242
signals are used to calculate the torque setpoint of the emulator in real-time243
which is sent to the drive by means of an analogue signal.244
The implementation of the rapid control prototyping card provides great245
flexibility for extensive testing of the PTO and control algorithms. This type246
of card was chosen as it includes software enabling easy compilation of Matlab-247
Simulink R© code to the embedded processor of the card.248
Also the PTO can be controlled by the dSPACE R© environment, or as an249
alternative, by a programmable logic controller (PLC) identical as the one used250
in the WEC at sea, to test this part of the drive train.251
3.2.2. Grid connection of the setup252
As an energy saving measure, the two drives are connected on a common253
DC-bus, and only the wave emulator drive is supplied from the grid as shown254
in Fig. 6. At most of the instances in time when one of the machines acts255
as a motor, the other machine is be acting as a generator. Nevertheless, this256
behaviour is not always synchronous and depends on the applied PTO-control.257
Consequently, moments occur where one of the machines is generating at higher258
power than the other is consuming as motor. However, the rectifier of the drive259
is not regenerative, and a significant amount of energy is available in the rotary260
inertias, which the capacitors in the drives can not store. Therefore a dump261
load is necessary to dissipate excessive energy on the DC-bus when the actual262
generating power exceeds the actual consumed motor power.263
The dimensioning of the dump load is WEC-device specific and can be cal-264
culated in simulation by summing the instantaneous powers of the PTO and265
emulator so that it can dump the peak generated resulting power.266
By interconnecting the two drives on the DC-bus level, the consumed energy267
of the setup is reduced significantly: only the drive-train losses plus the dumped268
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energy are taken from the grid.269
4. Scaling270
4.1. Froude scaling271
To keep the installed power of the setup within the range of tens of kilo-272
watts, a downscaling is necessary. The scaling proposed in this work consists273
of downscaling the complete wave energy converter and wave conditions, and274
subsequently represent this (virtual) scale model and scaled waves in the setup.275
Physical quantities of moving marine constructions can be scaled using Froude’s276
Law [17, 18]. This is a common method for physical scale model tests in wave277
flumes [19, 22, 23], and is also proposed for this dry lab setup because it enables278
easy transformation of data and parameters from the full scale design to the279
scale model, and backwards.280
Next to the power, all hydrodynamic parameters to obtain the calculated281
hydrodynamic force need to be scaled as well. Including the timeseries of the282
exciting wave force, where not only the force is scaled, but also the time. Al-283
ternatively, timeseries of exciting wave force and hydrodynamic parameters can284
be generated based on the dimensions of the scaled floater. Both methods are285
equivalent.286
The Froude scaling factor µ is the ratio between a length measurement of287
the full scale design LF and the model scale LM .288
µ =
LF
LM
(15)
The scale factors for other quantities according to Froude’s Law can be found289
in Table 1. To dimension the setup, the relationships for torque and inertia are290
necessary:291
Tmodel =
Tfullscale
µ4
(16)
Jmodel =
Jfullscale
µ5
(17)
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Figure 7: Applied torque-speed path (blue dashed) for the full scale (upper figure) and for
the Froude scale model (lower figure) with the nominal (black) and 200% of nominal working
range (green)
16
Table 1: Froude Scaling Factors for Different Quantities
Quantity Unit Scale factor
Length/distance m µ
Mass kg µ3
Force N µ3
Torque Nm µ4
Time s µ0.5
Velocity m/s µ0.5
Acceleration m/s µ0 = 1
Power W µ3.5
Linear damping kg/s µ2.5
Rotational speed rpm µ−0.5
Mass moment of inertia kg.m µ5
The consequence of Froude scaling is that the rotational speed of the machine292
in the scaled model is greater than in the full scale since293
nmodel = nfullscale
√
µ. (18)
This is undesirable because the setup aimed at testing the PTO at equal nor-294
malized load conditions as at full scale. Fig. 7 displays that the load conditions295
change significantly due to the Froude scaling. Two load profiles - normalized296
torque vs. rotational speed - are plotted. The upper plot shows the load profile297
at full scale, the lower profile shows the load profile of the machine in a Froude298
scaled model where it is clear that the speed of all working points is increased299
significantly. To tackle this, a compensation method is proposed.300
4.2. Compensation by inertia to adapt speed after Froude scaling301
As a solution to the increase in rotational speed due to the Froude scaling, it302
is proposed to add inertia to the Froude scaled value of inertia of both the PTO303
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side and the emulator side of the lab setup. By doing so, the speed decreases304
when applying an identical sequence of torque set-points to the setup. By using305
the right value of this additional inertia, the load curve corresponds to the full306
scale.307
To appraise this value, Jmodel and ωmodel are defined as the Froude scaled308
inertia and angular velocity, and Jcomp and ωcomp as the speed-compensated309
inertia and angular velocity. The intention is to reduce the speed back to the310
values of the full scale, hence311
ωcomp =
ωmodel√
µ
(19)
As the torque sequence is kept equal in both situations, the following expression312
is valid:313
T = Jmodel
dωmodel
dt
= Jcomp
dωcomp
dt
(20)
and by inserting Equation (19) in Equation (20), the speed-compensated314
inertia is found:315
Jcomp = Jmodel
√
µ (21)
The compensated inertia should thus be
√
µ times larger than the Froude316
scaled value so that the normalized load curve of the setup corresponds with317
the normalized load curve of the full scale. This can be implemented by adding318
a flywheel to the inertia of the machine rotor to reach the compensated value,319
for both PTO machine and wave emulator machine.320
4.2.1. Consequences of the compensation towards the emulator control321
The calculation of the hydrodynamic torque for the emulator setpoint is322
based on the buoy position and speed. The computation of the buoy position323
and speed in the emulator control is based on the encoder data of the machine324
shaft and therefore needs to account for this compensation factor
√
µ too. The325
linear velocity of the Froude scale model for the case of the Wave Pioneer,326
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consisting of a cable on a drum connected with a gearbox to the PTO machine,327
can then be expressed as:328
vmodel =
2pi rmod ncomp
60Rg
√
µ (22)
where ncomp is the actual rotational speed in rpm of the compensated setup,329
Rg the gear ratio and rmod the radius of the drum in the scale model. Note that330
the gearbox ratio is not affected in the scaling.331
4.2.2. Consequences of the compensation towards interpreting the results332
Another implication is that the actual power Pcomp of the PTO machine no333
longer corresponds with the Froude scaled power Pmodel. If the power of the334
scale model is to be evaluated, it can be found as follows:335
Pmodel = Pcomp
√
µ. (23)
5. Sizing the Setup336
5.1. PTO torque337
The nominal power of the scaled PTO is chosen to be large enough to main-338
tain close correspondence with the dynamic behaviour of the full scale PTO.339
A machine of 11kW was chosen for this setup. The nominal torque of this340
machine is chosen as the starting point for the calculation of the Froude scale341
factor. This is justified by the fact that one of the main purposes of the setup342
is the assessment of the dynamic response of the PTO by keeping its relative343
load equal to the relative load of the full scale. However, other starting points344
for the scaling are possible. Thus, the scale factor is assigned as the ratio of345
the nominal torque of the full scale PTO TnomF and the nominal torque of the346
scaled model TnomM:347
µ = 4
√
TnomF
TnomM
(24)
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Based on this Froude scale factor, the dimensions of the virtual scaled buoy348
can be calculated using the factors in Table 1. This scaled WEC is further349
referred to as ’scale model’ or ’the model’. For the scale model the hydrodynamic350
parameters are calculated and time series for exciting wave forces are generated351
using WAMIT R©. These time series and scale model are the input for computer352
simulations for further dimensioning of the setup, and are used in the control353
of the setup.354
5.2. PTO inertia355
The complete mechanical drive train of a PTO in a real buoy contains more356
components (such as gearbox, drum) than the PTO side of the setup. Still, the357
inertia of all components need to be represented in the setup. Therefore the358
inertia of the full scale drive train is to be converted to an equivalent inertia359
at the machine shaft before a scaling can be performed. In Equation (25) Jfull360
is the equivalent inertia at the full scale machine shaft and Jmod is the Froude361
scaled inertia for the model PTO:362
Jmod =
Jfull
µ5
. (25)
To find the required value for a setup running at equal speed as the full363
scale, the compensation of Equation (21) needs to be added:364
JcompPTO =
JFpto
µ4.5
(26)
The resulting inertia value JcompPTO can be realised by adding a flywheel on365
the shaft of the PTO machine so that the sum of the rotor inertia and flywheel366
equals JcompPTO, as illustrated in Fig. 5.367
5.3. Wave Emulator torque368
In most of the WEC designs the hydrodynamic forces exceed the maximum369
available PTO force at many instances, consequently the installed power of the370
emulator machine needs to be higher than the PTO machine.371
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The hydrodynamic force is reproduced by the electromechanical torque of the372
emulator machine. To appoint the required emulator machine, computer simu-373
lations [19] of the hydrodynamic movement of the virtual WEC are performed.374
The total hydrodynamic force Fhyd,calc the scale model would encounter is cal-375
culated in time domain simulations for the six sea states. The force is thereafter376
translated to the torque of the emulator machine using Equation (13) which ac-377
counts for all PTO drive train transmission ratios until the shaft of the PTO378
machine, such as drum and gearbox. Note that the scaled drum radius must379
be used. Next, the torque (T) is plotted versus the rotational speed (n) at each380
moment to define the needed working region for the Wave Emulator electrical381
machine.382
These torque-speed (T − n) plots permit a graphical determination of the383
required power for the emulator machine. The choice of the appropriate machine384
can then be done by fitting the working region across the most demanding load385
curve. As new control strategies might be more demanding and arouse higher386
hydrodynamic forces or higher speeds, it is advised to take sufficient margin387
during the sizing.388
As the movement in our case is intermittent, good engineering practice allows389
to use a machine up to the maximum allowed torque of the machine specifica-390
tions, as long as the RMS torque remains below the rated torque. This practice391
reduces the necessary rated power by 50% when the maximum allowed torque is392
200% of the nominal. Moreover, as the plots in Fig. 8 do not show high torque393
needs at higher speeds, usage of super-rated speed region seems appropriate394
to realize a second reduction of installed power. Thus a machine with a rated395
speed of 1500 rpm is chosen and used up to 3000 rpm. The machine is used up396
to 200% of its rated torque. The same measures have earlier been adopted in397
the dimensioning of the (full scale) Wave Pioneer’s PTO [24].398
In Fig. 8 the selected working region of 200% of rated torque and speed for399
three different machine sizes (18.5kW, 22kW and 30kW) have been fitted above400
the load plots of the three most demanding sea states.401
To provide ample margin in higher loads and increase experimental potential402
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Figure 8: Torque-speed 200% working regions for three different machine sizes fitted above
the most demanding load plots. Machine sizes of 18.5kW (purple -.), 22kW (green –) and
30kW (red solid line). Load curves in blue solid line.
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towards the future, for our setup a 30kW 1500rpm rated induction machine was403
chosen. The red circle in Fig. 8 points at the RMS torque, which is in all cases404
lower than the nominal torque.405
The inertia of the rotor can be decisive in the machine choice, as it should406
not exceed the value of the compensated reproduced inertia corresponding with407
the buoy mass and added mass. The calculation of this scaling is found in the408
next paragraph.409
5.4. Wave Emulator inertia410
As introduced earlier, a scaling similarity is achieved by including the buoy’s411
mass mbuoy and added mass ma,∞ in the rotational inertia of the emulator412
machine. This avoids inertia compensation calculations with noisy acceleration413
signals.414
In order to do so, the sum of the floater’s mass and added mass must be415
converted to an equivalent inertia Jeq at the shaft of the PTO. In case of the416
Wave Pioneer, consisting of a cable on a drum connected with a gearbox to the417
PTO machine, this is done using the expression of Equation (14). Assuming418
this is done for the full scale floater, the inertia for the emulator side of the setup419
is scaled analogous to the calculation of the PTO inertia. Hence, the emulator’s420
rotary inertia for a setup running at equal speed as the full scale is:421
Jcomp emu =
Jeq
µ4.5
(27)
As for the PTO part, this equivalent inertia Jcomp emu can be established422
with the total rotational inertia on the emulator side of the setup, i.e. machine423
rotor, coupling and half of the torque transducer’s inertia, expanded with a424
flywheel to match the calculated value.425
5.5. Overview of lab setup electrical machines and drives426
Table 2 collects the specifications of the main components of the setup fol-427
lowing the design concept described in this paper. The electrical machines are428
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intermittently used up to 200% of their nominal power. To ensure this over-429
rated operation, the drives are dimensioned to a rated power of at least 200%430
of the rated machine power since the overloading ability of the drives is much431
smaller than machines due to the limited thermal inertia of the power electron-432
ics. The final attained power for the drives was the first available power rating433
matching or exceeding the maximum used motor power.434
Table 2: Overview of the setup’s main specifications
PTO Wave Emulator
Electrical machine
Rated power 11 kW 30 kW
Maximum power 22 kW 60 kW
Rated torque 71.5 Nm 194 Nm
Maximum torque 143 Nm 388 Nm
Rated speed 1500 rpm 1500 rpm
Maximum speed 3000 rpm 3000 rpm
Variable frequency drive
Rated power 22kW 75 kW
6. Validation of the Emulator435
To verify the accuracy of the wave emulator control, experimental results of436
the lab setup have been compared with simulation [19] results. It is considered437
that the emulation of the WEC motion can be approved if the resulting speed438
curves of the setup and simulation correlate well when run with the same wave439
excitation force time series and same PTO force.440
Normally, the PTO force in the simulation is calculated following the control441
method of [3] and is thus proportional to the actual speed and acceleration. To442
focus on the accuracy of the emulator, for this validation the calculation of443
the PTO force has been omitted in an adapted simulation model. Instead, the444
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measured cable force of the setup (represented by the torque measurement) is445
used as input for the calculation of the equation of movement of the WEC.446
The time series of the wave exciting force for the simulation is equal as in the447
setup to use as a simulation input. Using this method, the virtual WEC in the448
simulation experiences the same forces as in the setup.449
The analysis is done with the actual rotational speed of the setup, meaning450
that the speed of the simulation is recalculated to the corresponding compen-451
sated speed as defined in Equation 19).452
453
The comparison has been carried out for all six sea states for a time window of454
approximately 8 minutes. For each sea state the WEC speed has been processed455
and examined by means of the PTO rpm. The rotational speeds of setup and456
simulation together with the rpm error from Equation (28) have been plotted457
in Fig. 9.458
errorrpm = rpmsetup − rpmsim comp (28)
Subsequently histograms of the relative error show the distribution of the459
relative error magnitudes in Fig. 10.460
Rel errorrpm =
rpmsetup − rpmsim comp
rpmsim comp
(29)
Fig. 9 zooms in on 100s of the results. It indicates that the rpm error is461
relatively high in the lowest sea state, SS1. Once the load increases at higher462
sea states, the rpm error decreases resulting in a setup speed curve that ap-463
proximates the simulated one. The absorbed power in SS1 is too low to have a464
net electrical energy production, consequently the difference in speed curve for465
this sea state can be ignored, because the sea state is irrelevant to draw any466
conclusions about the PTO. From SS2 on, the rpm error reduces significantly467
and the speed curves show a satisfying match.468
The accuracy of the emulator depends on a number of factors. Firstly, the469
control is an open loop torque control and any deviation influences the setup’s470
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Figure 9: Plots of 100s of the rotational speed of setup (blue), simulation (green) and the
speed error (red) for sea state 1 up to 6
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Figure 10: Histograms number of occurrence vs. relative rpm error per sea state
speed. When comparing against the simulations, it should be kept in mind that471
the friction of the bearings is not taken into account because measurements of472
the friction with peaks of 2Nm were categorised as negligible compared to peak473
set-point torques of up to 300Nm. Another potential cause of deviation is the474
possible difference between the final rotational inertia in the setup and the value475
from the datasheets due to minor modifications to the motor shaft (removal of476
fans and adding encoders) and couplings. This discrepancy in inertia is rather477
small and a more precise value could not be determined experimentally.478
The convergence in the correlation can be seen in the histograms of the479
relative error from Equation (29) in Fig. 10.480
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7. Conclusions481
In this paper, a wave emulator PTO test setup is presented. A lab setup482
should be a tool for performing dynamic response tests and long duration tests483
for a power take-off system as if it was in a wave energy converter at sea.484
The presented setup succeeds in providing an environment with equal nor-485
malized load conditions using a Froude scale model. This has been realized486
by implementing the hydrodynamic model of the floater in the setup. To avoid487
calculations with noisy acceleration signals, all mass terms of the hydrodynamic488
model have been represented physically as rotary inertias in the wave emula-489
tor. The undesired consequence of the increased rotational speed after Froude490
scaling has been dealt with by adding extra inertia to the setup.491
The experimental results of the wave emulator setup have been compared492
to simulation using equal power take-off forces on the scaled model. The com-493
parison showed good correlation for the motion of the floater for the significant494
sea states. This makes the proposed Wave Emulator a valuable tool in the495
development of power take-off systems for wave energy converters.496
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